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About This Game

A three-man activist group has set out to make the world a better place by stealing famous pieces of art in the world's most
renowned museums, selling them to private collectors, and donating the money to charity.

Though hunted by police forces, the group manages to stage one successful coup after another - until one day a mysterious new
client appears and the group finds itself in the middle of a political conspiracy...

Key Features

Mystery conspiracy adventure game with unexpected story twists

Current, believable game world

Contemporary visual language

Pointed script

Fast-paced, dynamic narration

Interesting technical gadgets that allow realistic interaction with the environment
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4 different playable characters on both sides (police & activists)

Accessible thanks to very moderate difficulty
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Title: 15 Days
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
House of Tales
Publisher:
HandyGames
Release Date: 25 Jun, 2010

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 32 or 64 bit

Processor: 1,6 GHz Intel or AMD

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9 compliant video card Shader Model 2 and 128 MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible card

English,French,Italian,German,Czech
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This game actually isn't bad. I'd say it should get a 6/10 or 7/10. The acting is great, storyline is great, the puzzle finding makes
sense. Some stuff towards the end kind of don't make a ton of sense from a story telling standpoint but overall I'd recommend
this game. I got it in a bundle which came to about 90 cents per game.

The reason for the low score were the crashes. Now, I didn't have any crashes with the web search feature in game that some
players have reported. But for me it did crash in three places. When I first entered catacombs, at the disco's entrance, and
turning on a flash light when I went back to the catacombs. These spots are very obvious when you're playing the game. I got
through all 3 crashes by simply skipping the dialogue. I don't think I missed much, heck one scene I just missed Cathryn
flipping on a flash light. So just double hit esc and the game should work if you find yourself crashing at points.

I'm not sure why this game is so unstable. I played Overclocked: A History of Violence which came out three years earlier and
part of the same pack and had no crashes with that and it used the same engine. It's kind of frustrating since I think this game's
storyline is better and they set it up for a sequel we'll never see. There's save files you can use on the forums if you don't want to
quickly escape out of the cutscenes so there are work arounds for the crashes.

Anyway, game deserves better than the 32% it has.. pauses)
(is silent)
(pauses)
....

Worth playing just to get to the last line so you can realise how cheesy it is.. Nope. dont play it ok ? good cx. Crashed
constantly.. Painful to play. I couldn't even make it an hour.. The Game started of pretty slow but it soon sped up and became
interesting. If you like Point & Click Adventures definetly worth the purchase. Be Aware Keep saving the game because It
crashed around ten times on me especially during the lengthy cut scenes but apart from that it was a really great game.. The
Game started of pretty slow but it soon sped up and became interesting. If you like Point & Click Adventures definetly worth
the purchase. Be Aware Keep saving the game because It crashed around ten times on me especially during the lengthy cut
scenes but apart from that it was a really great game.. so annoyed to have bought this and didnt at least do a quick check , it
crashed in no time, and this is the killer ,,,with a problem thats been with this game since its release.{ cougar v4.1 has stopped
working,} blah blah. only consolation i bought it in a bundle. buyer beware.
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This game felt old from the start, and I quickly got bored playing it. The user interface is of course outdated, but that's to be
expected considering the release date.

Someone wrote in a review that the graphics look good even for 2010, which I don't agree with. It's more 2004 or 2005.

When the game started to repeatedly crash to desktop, I saw no point to continue. The number one requirement for any game is
that it doesn't crash.

Anaqim

Update 18.07.2018

I decided to give it another go. This time it was more stable, strangely enough. Game play was however static and I only endured
for about 30 minutes.

I've lately come to realise that there are very few point and click games i have truly enjoyed, so i am probably biased here.. not a
bad game apart from the random crashing and sometimes the music isnt mixed well causing it to be loud while the characters
are talking. havent beaten it yet but im looking forward to the end. graphics are pretty good for how old the game is. im a big
fan of point and click games and i loved the black mirror series so i thought id give this a try..im glad i got it on a sale. love the
story so far, wish there was more of a task indicator but its alright, didnt need to look at a guide once even though there were
times i really wanted to haha if you are really into point and click games and love british accents then this game is for you.

Pros:
+Great Story
+simple puzzles
+Great music (apart from the bad mixing in some areas)

Cons:
-game crashes (alot of people wil say the samething about it but not game breaking just remember to save whenever you can)
-minor graphical glitches (sometimes characters will dissappear during convo cut scenes)
-sometimes youll get stuck and not know what to do (but luckily the areas are small so pixel hunting and trying everything
doesnt feel like a 1000 year chore)

all in all id give this game a 7.6 out of 10. Hey Catheryn, it's dad. I got your number from the internet image board known as
4chen.gov. Sorry, Ii'll keep this short. I heard that you were in a game based in the UK (to authenticate this, there were Fish n
Chipz trucks left and right as well as bad weather sometimes). I would ask that you refrain from participating in such games
from this point forward. Our family name has been dragged through the mud on many occassions and I wouldn't want it to
happen again. Please stay away from Africans. Even though they say they'll give you money (2 million nigerian dillars), they are
more than likely scamming you. Also, how are you? Spot's dead, cancer. Lost him just recently. How have you been? It's dad,
don't be mad. I know we've had our differences that I won't go into for absolutely no reason, but I really think you should give
me a call. I won't leave my number. Spot's dead, cancer.

While I have your attention, I recently constructed my own game from the ground up known as Project RPG. I would appreciate
it if you could spend a cool, crisp, hard-earned 3.99 dollar bill, and get off your fat♥♥♥♥♥and purchase it (I know you're fat,
because all gamers are. This is what the local news has taught me). Spot's dead, cancer.

Have a great day and please buy my game. The children are starving and I can't afford the rent.

Spot's dead, cancer.. I enjoy the game so far. Easy and relaxing. Nice enough.. I kept wishing for death. These characters are far
from sneaky and should be arrested for stupidity among other things. It is a miracle the main character has survived as long as
she has. The game did crash on me a few times. I welcomed the crash at the end and I just didn't care about the outcome, so I
didn't even try to play it again. However, I do like how you get to switch between characters to perform different tasks that all
lead to the same goal. I just think there was way too much talking and not enough action/puzzles.. You have to save manually,
and the game crashes....... so I guess I should have been saving every 5 seconds just in case it crashed? Lost an hour of
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annoyingly slow cutscenes that I don't want to see again, so I guess I'm done with this game forever!
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